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AbstratAtive XML is a high-level spei�ation language tai-lored to data-intensive, distributed, dynami Webservies. Ative XML is based on XML doumentswith embedded funtion alls. The state of a dou-ment evolves depending on the result of internal fun-tion alls (loal omputations) or external ones (inter-ations with users or other servies). Funtion allsreturn douments that may be ative, so may ati-vate new subtasks. The fous of the paper is on theveri�ation of temporal properties of runs of AtiveXML systems, spei�ed in a tree-pattern based tem-poral logi, Tree-LTL, that allows expressing a rihlass of semanti properties of the appliation. Themain results establish the boundary of deidabilityand the omplexity of automati veri�ation of Tree-LTL properties.
1 IntrodutionData-intensive, distributed, dynami appliations arepervasive on today's Web. The reliability of suhappliations is often ritial, but their logial om-plexity makes them vulnerable to potentially ostlybugs. Classial automati veri�ation tehniques op-erate on �nite-state abstrations that ignore the rit-ial semantis assoiated with data in suh applia-tions. The need to take into aount data seman-tis has spurred interest in studying stati analysistasks in whih data is expliitly present (see relatedwork). In this paper, we make a ontribution in thisdiretion by investigating automati veri�ation in amodel tightly integrating the XML and Web servieparadigms. Spei�ally, we onsider Ative XML,a high-level spei�ation language tailored to data-intensive Web appliations, and Tree-LTL, a tree-based temporal logi that an express a rih lass oftemporal properties of suh appliations. We estab-lish the boundary of deidability and the omplexityof automati veri�ation in this setting. In partiu-

lar, we isolate an important fragment of Ative XML(su�ient to desribe a large lass of appliations)for whih the veri�ation of temporal properties isdeidable.Ative XML douments [2, 4℄ (AXML for short) areXML douments [23℄ with embedded funtion allsinterpreted as Web servie alls [24℄. In the spirit of[18, 21℄, a doument is seen as a proess that evolvesin time. A funtion all is seen as a request to arryout a subtask whose result may lead to a hange ofstate in the doument. Our goal is to analyze the be-havior of suh systems, whih is espeially hallengingbeause the presene of data indues in�nitely manystates.To illustrate the kind of appliations we target,onsider a mail order proessing system. The arrivalof a new order orresponds to the initiation of a newtask. At eah moment, the system is running a pos-sibly large number of orders, initiated by di�erentusers. Proessing eah order may involve various sub-tasks. For instane, a redit hek may be requestedfrom a redit servie, and its outome determines howthe order proeeds. In our approah, the entire mailorder system, as well as eah individual order, areseen as AXML douments that evolve in time.Our goal is to analyze the behavior of AXML sys-tems, and in partiular to verify temporal proper-ties of their runs. For instane, one may want toverify whether some stati property (e.g., all orderedproduts are available) and some dynami property(e.g. an order is never delivered before payment is re-eived) always hold. The language Tree-LTL allowsto express a rih lass of suh properties.A main ontribution of the paper is to arefully de-sign an appropriate abstration of AXML that is ex-pressive enough to desribe meaningful appliations,and an also serve as a onvenient formal vehile forstudying deidability and omplexity boundaries forveri�ation in the model. This has lead to GuardAXML, that we brie�y desribe next.In Guard AXML (GAXML for short), doument1



trees are unordered. With ordered trees, veri�ationquikly beomes intratable. GAXML distinguishesbetween internal and external servies. An internalservie is a servie that is ompletely spei�ed, i.e.,its preise semantis is known. External servies ap-ture interations with other servies and with users.For these, only partial information on their input andoutput type is available. Finally, the most novel fea-ture of the model in the AXML ontext is a guardmehanism for ontrolling the initiation and omple-tion of subtasks (formally funtion alls). Guards areBoolean ombinations of tree patterns. They faili-tate speifying appliations driven by omplex work-�ows and, more generally, they provide a very usefulprogramming paradigm for ative douments.An AXML system onsists of AXML doumentsrunning on di�erent peers and interating betweenthem and with the external world. To simplify thepresentation, we onsider here single-peer systems.We will mention how the model an be extendedto multipeer systems and our results applied to thislarger setting that atually motivated this work.Our main results establish the boundary of de-idability of satisfation of Tree-LTL properties byGAXML systems. We obtain deidability by disal-lowing reursion in GAXML systems, whih leads toa bound on the number of total funtion alls in runs.We prove that for suh reursion-free GAXML, thesatisfation of Tree-LTL formulas is o-2nexptime-omplete. We also onsider various relaxations of thenon-reursiveness restrition and show that they eahlead to undeidability. This establishes a fairly tightboundary of deidability of veri�ation. At the sametime, we show that ertain limited but useful veri-�ation tasks remain deidable even with reursion.For instane, we provide a deidable su�ient ondi-tion for safety with respet to a Boolean ombinationof tree patterns. We also show that it is deidablewhether a state satisfying a Boolean ombination oftree patterns an be reahed within a spei�ed num-ber of steps in a run.Related work Most of previous works on statianalysis on XML (with data values) was dealing withdouments that do not evolve with time. Typiallyone would onsider the onsisteny problem for XMLspei�ations using DTDs and (foreign) key on-straints [6, 7℄, the query ontainment problem [5℄ orthe type heking problem [8℄. This motivated stud-ies of automata and logis on strings and trees overin�nite alphabets [20, 12, 9℄. See [22℄ for a survey onrelated issues.

Previous works also onsidered the evolution ofdouments. For instane, stati analysis was onsid-ered in [1℄ for a restrited monotone AXML language,positive AXML. Their setting is very di�erent fromours as their systems are monotone. In ontrast, weonsider a broader veri�ation task for nonmonotonesystems.Veri�ation of temporal properties of Web servieshas mostly been onsidered using models abstrat-ing away data values (see [17℄ for a survey). Veri�-ation of data-intensive Web servies was studied in[13, 15℄, and a veri�er implemented [14℄. As in ourase, this work takes into aount data and estab-lishes the boundary of deidability and omplexityof veri�ation for a restrited lass of servies andproperties expressed in a temporal logi. While thisis related in spirit to the present work, the tehnialdi�erenes stemming from the AXML setting renderthe two investigations orthogonal.Organization After presenting in Setion 2 theGAXML model and the language Tree-LTL, wepresent in Setion 3 the deidability and omplexityresults for reursion-free GAXML servies. Relax-ations of non-reursiveness are onsidered in Setion4, and shown to lead to undeidability. The deid-ability results on safety and bounded reahability arealso presented in Setion 4. The paper onludes witha brief disussion. The proofs, and a detailed runningexample, are provided in an appendix.2 The GAXML modelWe formalize in this setion the GAXML model. Tosimplify the presentation, we onsider a system witha single peer (we disuss this issue in Setion 5).To illustrate our de�nitions, we use fragments of aMail Order GAXML proessing system, more fullydesribed in the appendix.In this paper, trees are unranked and unordered.A forest is a set of trees. The notions of node, hild,desendant, anestor, and parent relations betweennodes are de�ned in the usual way. A subtree ofa tree T is the tree indued by T on the set of alldesendants of a partiular node.We assume given the following disjoint in�nite sets:nodes N (denoted n,m), tags Σ (denoted a, b, c, . . .),funtion names F , data values D (denoted α, β, . . .)data variables V (denoted X,Y, Z, . . .), possibly withsubsripts. The set F is the union of two disjoint setsof marked funtion symbols F ! and F?, where F ! isa set of symbols of the form !f , and F? = {?f | !f ∈2



F !}. Intuitively, !f labels a node where a all to fun-tion f an be made (possible all), and ?f labels anode where a all to f has been made and some resultis expeted (running all).A Guard AXML (GAXML) doument is a treewhose internal nodes are labeled with tags in Σ andwhose leaves are labeled by either tags, funtionnames, or data values. A GAXML forest is a set ofGAXML trees. An example1 of GAXML doumentis given in Figure 1.To avoid repetitions of isomorphi sibling subtrees,we de�ne the notion of redued tree. Two trees T1and T2 are isomorphi i� there exists a bijetion fromthe nodes of T1 to the nodes of T2 that preserves theedge relation and the labeling of nodes. A tree isredued if it ontains no isomorphi sibling subtrees.Clearly, eah tree T an be redued by eliminating du-pliate isomorphi subtrees, and the result is uniqueup to isomorphism. We heneforth assume that alltrees onsidered are redued, unless stated otherwise.However, forests may generally ontain multiple iso-morphi trees.Patterns We use patterns as the building bloksfor guards for ontrolling the ativation of funtionalls and as a basis for our query language. A patternis a forest of tree patterns. A tree pattern is a treewhose edges and nodes are labeled. An edge labelindiates a hild (/) or desendant (//) relationship.A node label either restrits the label of the nodeor is a variable denoting a data value. A onstraintonsisting of a Boolean ombination of (in)equalitiesbetween the variables and/or data onstants may alsobe given. In partiular, we an speify joins (equalityof data values). A tree pattern is evaluated over atree by mapping all the nodes of a pattern to the treewhile respeting the onstraints of its tree patterns.In partiular, the root of the tree pattern is mappedto the root of the tree. The mapping need not beinjetive: two di�erent nodes of the pattern may bemapped to the same node in the tree. The de�nitionof the evaluation of patterns over forests extends theabove in the natural way. Sine the notion of patternis rather standard, its formal de�nition is relegatedto the appendix. An example is given in Figure 2(a). The pattern shown there expresses the fat thatthe value Order-Id is not a key. It does not hold onthe GAXML doument of Figure 1. (Indeed, we wantOrder-Id to be a key).In some guards and queries, we use patterns that1See Appendix for the full spei�ation of the Mail Orderexample.

are evaluated relative to a spei�ed node in the tree.More preisely, a relative pattern is a pair (P , self )where P is a pattern and self is a node of P . A rel-ative pattern (P , self ) is evaluated on a pair (F, n)where F is a forest and n is a node of F . Suh a pat-tern fores the node self in the pattern to be mappedto n. Figure 2 (b) provides an example of relative pat-tern. The pattern shown there heks that a produtthat has been ordered ours in the atalog. It holdsin the GAXML doument of Figure 1 when evaluatedat the unique node labeled !Bill.We also onsider Boolean ombinations of (rela-tive) patterns. The (relative) patterns are mathedindependently of eah other and the Boolean opera-tors have their standard meaning. If a variable X o-urs in two di�erent patterns P and P ′ of the Booleanombination then it is treated as quanti�ed existen-tially for P and independently quanti�ed for P ′.MainMailOrderOrder-IdX CnameY PnameZ
MailOrderOrder-IdX CnameY' PnameZ'Y 6= Y' or Z 6= Z'

(a)

MainProdutPnameX
MailOrderPnameX self

(b)
Figure 2: Two patternsQueries As previously mentioned, patterns are alsoused in queries, as shown next. A query is de�ned bypairs of patterns, a Body and a Head. When evalu-ated on a forest, the mathings of Body de�ne a setof valuations of the variables. The Head pattern thenspei�es how to onstrut the result from these valu-ations. A partiular node (�onstrutor� node below)spei�es a form of nesting.More formally, a query is an expression Body →Head where Body and Head are patterns suh thatfor eah H in Head,

• its internal nodes have labels in Σ and its leaveshave labels in Σ ∪ F ! ∪ V ;
• there is no repeated variable in H and eah vari-able ourring in it also ours in Body; and
• there is one designated node c in H alled theonstrutor node, suh that the subtree rooted3



MainCatalogProdutPnameCanon Prie
120

ProdutPnameNikon Prie
199

ProdutPnameSony Prie
175

!Mailorder MailOrderOrder-Id
1234567

CnameSerge PnameNikon !Bill !Deliver !Rejet
Figure 1: A GAXML doument.

at c ontains all variables in H. In graphialrepresentations, this onstrutor node is markedwith set parenthesis. (In absene of variables in
H, the onstrutor may be omitted).As for patterns, we onsider queries evaluated rela-tive to a spei�ed node in the input tree. A relativequery is de�ned like a query, exept that its body isa relative pattern (P , self ). An example of relativequery is given in Figure 3. The label of the onstru-tor node is Proess-bill.MainCatalogProdutPnameX PrieY

MailOrderPnameX self {Proess-bill}PnameX AmountY !Invoie
Figure 3: Example of a relative queryLet F be a forest and Q = Body → H a query witha single tree for head. Let M be the set of mathingsof Body into F . Let c be the onstrutor node of

H and Hc the subtree of H rooted at c. For eahmathing µ ∈ M, let µ(Hc) be an isomorphi opyof Hc with new nodes, in whih every variable label
X ourring in H is �rst replaed by µ(X) and thetree is next redued. Then the result Q(F ) is theforest obtained by replaing c in H by the reduedforest {µ(Hc) | µ ∈ M}. Note that if M = ∅ then
c is simply removed. Observe also that, when c isnot the root, Q(F ) is a single-tree forest. When cis the root, the forest may have 0, 1 or more trees.Now onsider a query Q = Body → H1, ..., Hn. Then
Q(F ) = ∪Qi(F ) where for eah i, Qi = Body → H i.A relative query is evaluated on a pair (F, n) where
F is a forest and n is a node of F . The result Q(F, n)is de�ned as for queries, exept that mathings of thebody must map self to n.Remark 2.1 The onstrutor node provides expliitontrol over nesting of results. Note that this an be

seen as syntati sugaring in AXML, sine the samee�et an be ahieved using funtion alls. However,the expliit onstrutor node is onvenient from aspei�ation viewpoint. Observe also that one ouldonsider nesting of onstrutor nodes, in the spiritof group-by operators. Suh an extension, whih forsimpliity we do not onsider here, would not a�etour results.Consider the evaluation of the query of Figure 3on the GAXML doument of Figure 1 at the uniquenode labeled !Bill. There is a unique mathing ofthe Body pattern and the result is the Head patternof the query with X replaed by Nikon and Y by 199(and no more parenthesis for Proess-bill).DTD Trees used by a GAXML system may be on-strained using DTDs and tree pattern formulas. ForDTDs, we use a typing mehanism that restrits, foreah tag a ∈ Σ, the labels of hildren that a-nodesmay have. As our trees are unordered we use Booleanombinations of statements of the form |b| ≥ k for
b ∈ Σ ∪ F ∪ {dom} and k a non-negative integer2.Validity of trees and of forests relative to a DTD isde�ned in the standard way. Details are omitted.Shema and instane A GAXML shema S is atuple (Φint,Φext,∆) where
• The set Φint ontains a �nite set of internal fun-tion spei�ations.
• The set Φext ontains a �nite set of external fun-tion spei�ations.
• ∆ provides stati onstraints on instanes of theshema. It onsists of a DTD and a Booleanombination of patterns.We next detail Φint and Φext. For eah f ∈ F ,let af be a new distint label in Σ. Intuitively,2For the purpose of omplexity analyses, we take the sizeof |b| ≥ k to be k. This is ommensurate with the lassialspei�ation of DTDs using regular expressions.4



af will be the root of a subtree where a all to
f is being evaluated. (This subtree may be seenas some work spae for the evaluation of the fun-tion.) Eah funtion f of Φint is spei�ed as a tuple
〈arg(f), kind(f), γ(f), ρ(f), ret(f)〉 where:
• arg(f) (the input query) is a (relative) query. In-tuitively, its role is to de�ne the argument of aall to f , whih is also the initial state in theevaluation of f . If the query de�ning the argu-ment is relative, self binds to the node at whihthe all !f is made.
• kind(f) ∈ {non-ontinuous, ontinuous}. If f isnon-ontinuous, a all to f is deleted one theanswer is returned. If f is ontinuous, the allis kept after the answer is returned, so f an bealled again.
• γ(f) (the all guard) is a Boolean ombination ofrelative patterns. A all to f an only be madeif γ(f) holds. (Observe that negative onditionsare allowed.)
• ρ(f) (the return guard) is a Boolean ombinationof patterns rooted at af . The result of a all to
f an only be returned when the return guard issatis�ed.

• ret(f) (the return query) is a query rooted at af .Example 2.2 We ontinue with our running exam-ple. The funtion Bill used in Figure 1 is spei-�ed as follows. It is internal and non-ontinuous. Itsall guard is the pattern in Figure 2 (b). The argu-ment query is the query in Figure 3. Assuming thatInvoie is an external funtion eventually returningPayment (with produt and amount paid) the returnguard and query of Bill are:
aBillPayment aBillPaymentPnameX AmountY

−→ {Paid}PnameX AmountYReturn guard Return queryEah funtion f in Φext is spei�ed similarly, ex-ept that the return guard ρ(f) and the return queryret(f) are missing. Intuitively, an external all anreturn any answer at any time. Its answer an onlybe onstrained by ∆.An instane I over a GAXML shema S =
(Φint,Φext,∆) is a pair (T , eval), where T is aGAXML forest and eval an injetive funtion over the

set of nodes in T labeled with ?f for some f ∈ Φintsuh that:1. For eah n with label ?f , eval(n) is a tree in Twith root label af .2. Every tree in T with root label af is eval(n) forsome n labeled ?f .An instane of S is valid if it satis�es ∆.Runs Let I = (T , eval) and I ′ = (T ′, eval') beinstanes of a GAXML shema S = (Φint,Φext,∆).The instane I ′ is a possible next instane of I, de-noted I ⊢ I ′, i� I ′ is obtained from I in one of thefollowing ways:External all there exists some node n in T ∈ T ,labeled !f for f ∈ Φext, suh that γ(f)(T , n) holds,where γ(f) is the all guard of f ; and I ′ is obtainedfrom I by hanging the label of n to ?f .Internal all This is like for external funtion ex-ept that f ∈ Φint. Furthermore, we add to the graphof eval the pair (n, T ′) where T ′ is a tree onsistingof a root af onneted to the forest that is the re-sult of evaluating the argument query arg(f) on input
(T , n). (All nodes ourring in T ′ are new.)Return of internal all There is some node nlabeled ?f in some tree of T , where f ∈ Φint, suhthat T = eval(n) ontains no running all labels ?gand the return guard of f is true on T . Then I ′ isobtained from I as follows:
• evaluate the return query ret(f) on T and addthe resulting forest as a sibling of the node n;
• remove eval(n) from T and n from the domainof eval
• if f is non-ontinuous remove the node n, other-wise hange n's label to !f .Return of external all There exists some node nlabeled ?f in some tree of T , for f ∈ Φext. Then I ′ isobtained as for the return of internal alls, exept that(i) there is no orresponding running omputation toremove from eval and (ii) the result (a forest withlabels in Σ ∪ F ! ∪ D appended as a sibling to n) ishosen arbitrarily (but note that if I ′ is required to bevalid, then ∆ also onstrains the result of the externalall).Figure 4 shows a possible next instane for the in-stane of Figure 1 after an internal all has been made5



to !Bill. Reall the spei�ation of Bill from Ex-ample 2.2. The all was enabled as the guard of !Billis true on the instane of Figure 1 (see Figure 2). As!Bill is an internal all, the subtree aBill ontainsthe result of the query de�ning !Bill (see Figure 3).The dotted arrow indiates the funtion eval.We will typially be interested in verifying tempo-ral properties of runs of a given system. An initialinstane of S is an instane of S onsisting of a singletree whose root is not a funtion all and for whihthere is no running all. An instane I is bloking ifthere is no instane I ′ suh that I ⊢ I ′. A run of S isan in�nite sequene I0, I1, . . . , Ii, . . . of instanes over
S suh that I0 is an initial instane of S and for eah
i ≥ 0, either Ii ⊢ Ii+1 or Ii is bloking and Ii+1 = Ii.Note that, for uniformity, we fore all runs to be in-�nite by repeating a bloking instane forever if it isreahed. A run is valid if all of its instanes satisfy
∆. For a run ρ, we denote by adom(ρ) the set of datavalues ourring in ρ, whih may be in�nite due toexternal funtion alls.Temporal properties As mentioned in the intro-dution, we are interested in verifying ertain proper-ties of runs of a GAXML systems. These may inludegeneri desirable properties, suh as always reahinga suessful �nal instane (bloking and with no a-tive funtion alls), as well as properties spei� tothe partiular appliation, suh as �no produt is de-livered before it is paid in the right amount�.To express suh temporal properties of runs, weuse patterns onneted by Boolean and temporal op-erators. This yields the language Tree-LTL (andbranhing-time variants Tree-CTL or Tree-CTL∗).More preisely, we use the auxiliary notion of QPat-tern (for quanti�ed pattern). A QPattern is an ex-pression P (X̄) where P is a pattern and X̄ some ofits variables, designated as free. All other variableswill be seen as quanti�ed existentially, loally to P .(So logially, P (X̄) may be seen as ∃Ȳ (P ), where Ȳis the set of variables ourring in P and not X̄.) Thesyntax of Tree-LTL formulas is de�ned by the follow-ing grammar:
ϕ := QPattern | ϕ ∧ ϕ | ϕ ∨ ϕ | ¬ϕ | ϕ U ϕ | Xϕwhere U stands for until and X for next, with theusual semantis, e.g. see [16℄. Given a Tree-LTLformula ϕ, its free variables are the free variables ofits patterns. A Tree-LTL sentene is an expression
∀X̄ϕ(X̄), where ϕ is a Tree-LTL formula and X̄ arethe free variables of ϕ. (As previously mentioned,variables that are not free are existentially quanti�ed

loally to eah pattern.)Whenever onvenient, we use as shorthand addi-tional temporal operators expressible using X andU,suh as F (eventually) and G (always).We now turn to the semantis of Tree-LTL. Intu-itively, a sentene ∀X̄ϕ(X̄) holds for a shema S i�
ϕ(X̄) holds on every valid run of S with every in-terpretation of X̄ into the ative domain of the run.More formally, onsider �rst the ase when ϕ has nofree variables. Consider a run ρ of S. Satisfationof a pattern without free variables by an instanewas de�ned previously. Therefore, patterns an betreated as propositions and we an use the standardsemantis of LTL to de�ne when ρ satis�es ϕ, de-noted by ρ |= ϕ. Consider now a Tree-LTL sentene
σ = ∀X̄ϕ(X̄). For a run ρ of S, we say that ρ satis�es
∀X̄ϕ(X̄), and denote this by ρ |= ∀X̄ϕ(X̄), if ρ satis-�es ϕ(h(X̄)) for eah valuation h of X̄ into adom(ρ).We say that S satis�es σ, denoted S |= σ, if everyvalid run of S satis�es σ.Two examples of Tree-LTL formulas are given be-low.Every mail order is eventually ompleted (delivered orrejeted):
∀X[G(MainMailOrderOrder-IdX

→ F( MainMailOrderOrder-IdX Delivered
∨ MainMailOrderOrder-IdX Rejeted

))]

Every produt for whih a orret amount has been paid iseventually delivered (note that the variable Z is impliitlyexistentially quanti�ed in the left pattern):
∀X∀Y [G(MainCatalogProdutPnameX PrieZ

MailOrderPaidPnameX AmountZ
Order-IdY
→ F( MainMailOrderPnameX Order-IdY Delivered

))]

Figure 5: Some Tree-LTL formulas.The branhing-time variants Tree-CTL(∗) are de-�ned analogously.Not surprisingly, satisfation of Tree-LTL sentenesis undeidable for arbitrary GAXML systems. To ob-tain positive results, we need to plae drasti but nat-ural restritions on these systems. We present in thenext setion suh restritions and results, and thenshow how even small relaxations yield undeidability.6



MainCatalog
· · ·

!Mailorder MailOrderOrder-Id
1234567

CnameSerge PnameNikon ?Bill !Deliver !Rejet
aBillProess-billPnameNikon Amount
199

!Invoie
Figure 4: An instane with an eval link

3 Reursion-free GAXMLMost of our positive results are obtained under theassumption that AXML servies are reursion-free.This restrition essentially bounds the number offuntion alls in a run of the system.The external funtions learly are a soure of dif-�ulty for enforing non-reursiveness syntatially,sine an external funtion f may return some datawith a all to some external funtion g, and g somedata with a all to f . To irumvent this, we mustassume some signature information on external fun-tions. We do this by inluding in the spei�ation ofeah external funtion f the set fun(f) of funtionsthat are allowed to appear in the results of alls to
f . The de�nition of valid run is modi�ed so that thisrestrition is obeyed. For internal funtions f and
g, g is in fun(f) if !g ours in the result of the ar-gument or return query of f . (This an be hekedsyntatially by inspeting the head of the respetivequeries.)To de�ne non-reursiveness, we use the auxiliarynotion of all graph that aptures (syntati) depen-denies between funtion alls in the shema. Let
S = (Φint,Φext,∆) be a GAXML shema. Theall graph G of S is a direted graph whose nodesare Φint ∪ Φext and there is an edge from f to g if
g ∈ fun(f).De�nition 3.1 Let S = (Φint,Φext,∆) be a GAXMLshema. We say that S is reursion-free i� the fol-lowing hold:(i) the DTD of ∆ is non-reursive,(ii) no funtion all !f ours more than one in atree satisfying the DTD of ∆,(iii) no funtion of S is ontinuous, and(iv) the all graph of S is ayli.As mentioned above, the de�nition of reursion-free shema is meant to enfore a stati bound onthe number of funtion alls made in a valid run.

While onditions (i), (iii) and (iv) ahieve this byprohibiting the immediate auses of reursion, on-dition (ii) deals with another soure of unboundedalls, the presene of an arbitrary number of them inthe initial instane or in answers to external funtionalls. Condition (ii) ould be relaxed without loss byallowing a bounded number of alls to eah funtionrather than a single one. Also note that ondition(ii) restrits eah tree in an instane, but not the in-stane as a whole. Thus, a funtion all may appearin several di�erent trees of the same instane.The main result of the setion is that satis-fation of a Tree-LTL sentene by a reursion-free GAXML shema is o-2nexptime-omplete.For eah reursion-free GAXML shema, we �rstshow that every valid run reahes a bloking instaneafter at most an exponential number of alls. Wewill also see that it is only neessary to onsiderruns over "small" instanes. Finally, we will presenta nondeterministi algorithm for heking a tempo-ral property on a run. Altogether, we obtain a o-2nexptime bound that an be shown to be tight.The �rst result shows that if S is reursion-free,then eah valid run of S reahes a bloking instaneafter a number of transitions that is exponential inthe size of the shema. This is a onsequene of thefat that without reursion, only �nitely many allsto eah funtion an be made. The details an befound in the appendix.Proposition 3.2 Let S = (Φint,Φext,∆) be areursion-free GAXML shema. There exists a non-negative integer k, exponential in |Φint ∪ Φext|, suhthat all valid runs of S reah a bloking instane inat most k transitions.Let S be a reursion-free GAXML shema. A pre-run of S is a �nite pre�x of a run ending in the �rstourrene of its bloking instane. We say that apre-run of S satis�es a Tree-LTL sentene ϕ i� itsin�nite extension satis�es ϕ. We note the followinguseful fat. Its proof uses standard Bühi automatatehniques, after replaing eah pattern in ϕ by asuitable proposition (see Appendix).7



Proposition 3.3 Given a pre-run ρ = I0, . . . Ik of Sand a Tree-LTL sentene ϕ, one an hek whether
ρ satis�es ϕ using a non-deterministi algorithm intime O(|ρ||ϕ|).The next proposition is the key to our deision al-gorithm. It shows that only runs with small instanesneed to be onsidered. This is the most di�ult partof the proof and is ahieved by arefully identifying a"small" set of nodes su�ient to witness satisfationof the patterns needed for the run to be valid andsatisfy ϕ (see Appendix for proof).Proposition 3.4 If there exists a valid pre-run of
S satisfying ϕ, then there exists a valid pre-run ofthe same length satisfying ϕ, suh that eah of itsinstanes has size doubly exponential in ϕ and S.The previous results immediately yield a deisionproedure. A reursion-free GAXML shema doesnot satisfy ϕ i� there is valid pre-run violating ϕ.This pre-run an be guessed nondeterministially (itssize is at most doubly exponential by Proposition 3.4and Proposition 3.2) and then ¬ϕ an be hekedusing Proposition 3.3. The mathing lowerbound isdi�ult and tehnial and is stated in the followingproposition. Its proof is given in the appendix. In-tuitively, we onsider a non-deterministi Turing Ma-hine M running in time 22n on inputs of size n. Weexhibit a Tree-LTL sentene ϕ and a reursion-freeGAXML shema S suh that ϕ holds on all validruns of S i� M rejets w. The di�ulty of the prooflies in simulating a Turing mahine running in time
22n with a reursion-free GAXML shema using only
n funtions and hene with runs of length 2n. Thisrequires a very e�ient use of the available funtions(see Appendix).Proposition 3.5 It is o-2-nexptime-hard tohek whether a reursion-free GAXML shemasatis�es a Tree-LTL sentene.We now have the main result of the setion:Theorem 3.6 It is o-2nexptime-omplete to de-ide, given a reursion-free GAXML shema S anda Tree-LTL sentene ϕ, whether eah valid run of Ssatis�es ϕ.Remark 3.7 While the worst-ase o-2nexptimeomplexity of veri�ation we have just shown mayappear daunting, the omplexity is likely to be muhlower in many pratial situations. For example, forGAXML shemas whose all graph is a tree (a likely

ourrene when funtions model a hierarhial setof tasks) the omplexity goes down to o-nexptime.Within the broader landsape of stati analysis, this isquite reasonable. For instane, reall that even satis�-ability of Barnays-Shön�nkel FO sentenes, a muhsimpler question, already has omplexity nexptime[10℄.Using similar tehniques, we an show deidabil-ity of the following useful stati analysis tasks forreursion-free GAXML (see Appendix for proofs).Corollary 3.8 The following are deidable in o-2nexptime for a reursion-free GAXML shema S =
(Φint,Φext,∆):
• Suessful termination: eah valid run of S endsin a bloking instane with no running funtionalls.
• Typeheking: for every run of S, if the initialinstane satis�es ∆, then every instane in therun satis�es ∆.Remark 3.9 The above notion of typeheking isquite strit, sine it delares a violation even if it isaused by the result of a all to an external funtion(in other words, a servie will typehek only if atany point in the run, any result of an external fun-tion all is aeptable wrt ∆). A more lenient variantwould typehek subjet to the assumption that resultsfrom alls to external funtions do not ause viola-tions. The deidability result of Corollary 3.8 an beeasily extended to this variant.

4 Beyond reursion-freeIn this setion we prove that deidability of sat-isfation of a Tree-LTL formula by a GAXMLshema is lost even under minor relaxations of non-reursiveness. However, ertain restrited but usefulveri�ation tasks remain deidable. We provide sev-eral suh results in the seond part of this setion.Undeidability We next onsider relaxations ofeah of the reursion-free onditions and show thateah suh relaxation indues undeidability of satis-fation of Tree-LTL sentenes. Spei�ally, we on-sider eah of the following extensions: allowing (1) re-ursive DTDs, (2) an unbounded number of funtionalls in trees satisfying ∆, (3) ontinuous funtions,(4) a yli all graph.8



For (1), undeidability is a simple onsequene ofthe fat that satis�ability of Boolean ombination ofpatterns in the presene of a DTD is already undeid-able [11℄. The �rst result onerns extensions (2-3).We prove a strong undeidability result, showing thateven reahability of an instane satisfying a singlepositive pattern without variables beomes undeid-able with any of these extensions. Furthermore, theresult holds for shemas without data onstraints andusing no external funtions. The proof is by redutionfrom the impliation problem for funtional and in-lusion dependenies, known to be undeidable. Seethe appendix for details.Theorem 4.1 It is undeidable, given a positive pat-tern P without variables and a GAXML shema Swith no data onstraints or external funtions, satis-fying the non-reursiveness onditions relaxed by anyof (2) or (3) above, whether some instane satisfying
P is reahable in a valid run of S.In order to show that Condition (4) also yields un-deidability, we use the fat that, with yli allgraphs, we an generate arbitrarily long sequenes ofrunning funtion alls allowing us to ode two-ounterautomata (see Appendix). Note that this result holdseven without any data values.Theorem 4.2 It is undeidable, given a positive pat-tern P without variables and a GAXML shema Swith no data values and no external funtions, satis-fying the non-reursiveness onditions relaxed by al-lowing a yli all graph, whether some instane sat-isfying P is reahable in a valid run of S.Remark 4.3 The results for extensions (3) and (4)point to signi�ant qualitative di�erenes between re-ursion obtained by using ontinuous funtions, andby allowing yli all graphs. Theorem 4.2 suggeststhat the latter is muh more powerful. The distin-tion is further highlighted by onsidering the instane-dependent variant of veri�ation: given a GAXMLshema S, an initial instane I of S, and a Tree-LTL formula ϕ, does every run starting from I sat-isfy ϕ? An immediate onsequene of the proof ofTheorem 4.2 is that this is undeidable for GAXMLshema with yli all graphs (even with no data val-ues and only internal funtions). On the other hand,it is easily seen that this is deidable for arbitraryGAXML shemas with ontinuous internal funtions(but ayli all graph). This follows from the fatthat the �xed initial instane renders the state spae�nite, whih is not the ase if yli all graphs areallowed.

The above results show that relaxations of thenon-reursiveness requirements quikly lead to strongforms of undeidability. Orthogonally, one mightwonder if deidability an be preserved for reursion-free shemas for more powerful queries or temporalproperties. We next show that this is not the ase.We �rst onsider an extension to the patterns usedso far in the GAXML model, allowing negative sub-patterns. Spei�ally, let us allow labeling by ¬ onesubtree of the pattern, with the safety restrition thatall variables ourring in the negative subtree mustalso our positively in the pattern. The semantis isthe natural one: a math requires the positive part ofthe subtree to be mathed to the input doument, andthe negative subtree to not be mathed. An exampleof suh query is: r[/a/X][¬ /b/X]. We show thefollowing (see Appendix).Theorem 4.4 It is undeidable, given a positivepattern P without variables, and a reursion-free GAXML shema S with no data onstraints andno external funtions, but using patterns with neg-ative sub-patterns, whether there exists an instanesatisfying P that is reahable in a valid run of S.We next onsider an extension of the Tree-LTL lan-guage. Reall that by de�nition, all free variablesin the patterns of a Tree-LTL formula are univer-sally quanti�ed to yield the �nal Tree-LTL sentene.One might wonder if this restrition on the quanti-�er struture is needed for deidability of satisfationfor reursion-free GAXML shemas. We next showthat this is in fat the ase. Spei�ally, let ∃Tree-LTL be de�ned the same as Tree-LTL, exept thatthe free variables are quanti�ed existentially in theend, yielding a sentene of the form ∃X̄ξ(X̄).Theorem 4.5 It is undeidable, given a reursion-free GAXML shema S and a ∃Tree-LTL sentene
ϕ, whether S satis�es ϕ.We �nally onsider the impat on deidability of al-lowing path quanti�ers in the temporal property. Tothis end, we onsider Tree-CTL properties and provethe following strong undeidability result (A is theuniversal quanti�er and E the existential quanti�eron runs). It shows that allowing even a single pathquanti�er alternation leads to undeidability.Theorem 4.6 It is undeidable, given a positivepattern P without variables and a reursion-freeGAXML shema S, if S satis�es3 AXEG (¬P ).3We assume a unique start state from whih there is a tran-sition to eah initial instane of S.9



Deidability As promised, we now exhibit severaluseful veri�ation tasks that remain deidable evenfor reursive GAXML shemas. A reurring on-ern in veri�ation is safety with respet to a spei-�ed property. Reall that reahability, and thereforesafety, is undeidable by Theorem 4.1. We next pro-vide a deidable su�ient ondition for safety w.r.t.a Boolean ombination of patterns.Theorem 4.7 (Safety) It is deidable in o-nexptime, given a GAXML shema S and a Booleanombination ϕ of patterns, whether (i) all valid ini-tial instanes of S satisfy ϕ, and (ii) for all validinstanes I and J of S suh that I ⊢ J , if I |= ϕ then
J |= ϕ.Another pratially signi�ant problem is boundedreahability: for given k, is it possible to reah in atmost k steps an instane satisfying a Boolean om-bination ϕ of patterns? The following is shown simi-larly to the proof of Theorem 3.6.Theorem 4.8 (Bounded reahability) It is deid-able in 2nexptime, given a GAXML shema S, aBoolean ombination of patterns ϕ, and a �xed in-teger k, whether there exists a pre�x I0, . . . , Ij of avalid run of S suh that j ≤ k and Ij |= ϕ. If k is�xed, the omplexity is nexptime.The dual of bounded reahability is bounded safety:for given S, ϕ and k, is it the ase that every instaneof S reahable in at most k steps satis�es ϕ ? Clearly,this is the ase i� no instane satisfying ¬ϕ an bereahed in at most k steps. Thus, bounded safety anbe deided in o-2nexptime (and o-nexptime for�xed k).5 DisussionWe studied the veri�ation of an expressive set ofproperties for a large lass of AXML systems. Weaimed at providing a model apturing signi�antappliations, while at the same time allowing fornon-trivial veri�ation tasks. Some of our hoiesinlude: unordered rather than ordered trees, set-oriented rather than bag semantis for trees, pat-terns with loal existential quanti�ation and with-out negated sub-patterns, and queries based on treepattern mathings rather than more powerful ompu-tation. Despite the limitations, this goes beyond pre-vious formal work on AXML, whih onsidered onlymonotone systems [1℄. Note that the use of guardonditions indues non-monotone behavior, sine a

all guard that is satis�ed may later be invalidatedwhen new data is reeived. Indeed, guards provide apowerful ontrol mehanism, that allows simulatingomplex appliation work�ows. Altogether, we be-lieve the model aptures a signi�ant lass of AXMLservies. Finally, the Tree-LTL language providinga novel oupling of temporal logi and tree patternsseems partiularly well suited for expressing proper-ties of the evolution of suh systems.Our results provide a tight boundary of deidabil-ity for veri�ation of GAXML systems. As a sidee�et, they also provide insight into the subtle inter-play between the various features of GAXML. De-idability for full veri�ation holds for reursion-freeGAXML. While this may appear quite limited, ap-pliations often satisfy the reursion-free onditionsrequired. Even in more omplex appliations thatdo not satisfy these onditions, one an isolate andverify reursion-free portions that are semantiallysigni�ant. For instane, the Mail Order examplean be made reursion-free by making !MailOrdernon-ontinuous. Intuitively, this orresponds to theproessing of a single order, and properties of eahsuh proess an be veri�ed. We also showed thatmore limited but useful veri�ation tasks, suh asbounded reahability and verifying su�ient ondi-tions for safety, are deidable even for unrestritedGAXML systems.We onlude by disussing how our results an beextended to multi-peer systems, for whih AXML wasoriginally intended. The GAXMLmodel an simulatea multi-peer systems in a straightforward manner, byviewing the general system as a single GAXML do-ument with a separate portion assigned to eah peer.This amounts to viewing the state of the multi-peersystem as the produt of the states of its omponents,in whih eah peer has aess to its own state. Suha GAXML system an easily simulate a multi-peersystem under strong synhroniity assumptions en-suring that eah funtion all auses simultaneousstate transitions in the alling and reeiving peers.This assumption an be immediately relaxed by in-troduing additional peers simulating ommuniationhannels, whih weakens synhroniity by allowingarbitrary delays between state transitions in di�erentpeers. Simulating a �ner-grained multi-peer model,with expliit messages and queues, requires an exten-sion of our GAXML model. This raises new interest-ing questions left for future work.10
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6 Appendix6.1 Some de�nitionsA Guard AXML (GAXML) doument is a tree whoseinternal nodes are labeled with tags in Σ and whoseleaves are labeled by either tags, funtion names, ordata values. More formally, a GAXML tree is a triple
T = (N,E, λ) where N ⊆ N is a �nite set of nodes,
E ⊆ N × N is a set of edges suh that (N,E) is atree, and λ : N → Σ ∪ F ∪ D is a labeling funtionsuh that λ(n) ∈ Σ for eah nonleaf node n.Patterns A tree pattern is a tuple (M,G, λM , λG),where:
• (M,G) is a tree with M ⊂ N ,
• λM : M → Σ∪F ∪D∪V ∪{∗} is a node labelingfuntion suh that λM (n) ∈ Σ ∪ {∗} for everyinternal node n,
• λG : G→ {/, //}.A pattern is a pair ({P1, . . . , Pn}, ond), where eah

Pi is a tree pattern and ond is a Boolean ombinationof expressions X = α or X 6= α, where X ∈ V and
α ∈ V ∪ D. In partiular ond ould inlude joins ofthe form X = Y .Let P be a tree pattern and T a tree. A mathingof P into T is a mapping µ from the nodes of P tothe nodes of T suh that: (i) the root of P is mappedto the root of T , (ii) µ interprets / as hild and // asdesendant, (iii) µ preserves the label (with ∗ atingas a wildard), (iv) nodes labeled with variables aremapped to data values. Let Q = ({P1, . . . , Pn}, ond)be a pattern. A mathing of Q into a forest F is amapping µ that is a mathing of eah Pi into sometree of F , and for whih ond is satis�ed.We say that a pattern Q holds in a forest F i� thereexists at least one mathing of Q into F . We then saythat Q(F ) is true, otherwise it is false. This de�ni-tion extends to Boolean ombination of patterns byreplaing eah pattern Q by Q(F ). In partiular thismeans that the patterns are mathed independentlyof eah other: If a variable X ours in two di�er-ent patterns Q and Q′ of the Boolean ombination,then it is treated as quanti�ed existentially in Q andindependently quanti�ed in Q′.6.2 Mail Order ExampleWe provide here a more omplete spei�ation forour running MailOrder example. The purpose of this

GAXML system is to proess mail orders. The sys-tem has aess to a Catalog, providing produt andprie information. A new mail order is initiated by anexternal all !MailOrder. The proessing of a mailorder follows this simple work�ow:1. Reeive an order from a ustomer Cname for aprodut Pname. The order is given a unique iden-ti�er Order-ID (uniqueness is enfored by thedata onstraint spei�ed further).2. If the produt is available, initiate proessing abill by alling the internal funtion Bill.3. To proess a bill, send an invoie to the us-tomer, modeled by a all to the external funtionInvoie. This returns a Payment for Pname inthe amount found under Amount. This ompletesthe proessing of the bill. Pname and Amount arereturned to the alling MailOrder as the answerto the all !Bill.4. If the payment is orret (the atalog prie ofthe produt Pname is the paid Amount) then de-liver the produt by alling the external funtionDeliver. Otherwise rejet the order by allingthe external funtion Rejet.We now provide more details on the spei�ation(for onveniene, some aspets already desribed inthe main text are repeated here). An initial instaneof the system has the shape shown in Figure 1. TheDTD enfores the spei�ed shape, and also that of theresults to external funtion alls, desribed later. Theuniqueness of mail order IDs is enfored by the dataonstraint onsisting of the negation of the followingpattern: MainMailOrderOrder-IdX CnameY PnameZ
MailOrderOrder-IdX CnameY' PnameZ'Y 6= Y' or Z 6= Z'We next provide the spei�ations of the funtions.MailOrder : external, ontinuous. Its all guardis true and argument query empty. Its result has thefollowing shape, enfored by the DTD:MailOrderOrder-Iddom Cnamedom Pnamedom !Bill !Deliver !Rejet
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Bill : internal, non-ontinuous. Its all guard,heking that the ordered produt is available, is thefollowing: MainProdutPnameX
MailOrderPnameX self

Its argument query is:MainCatalogProdutPnameX PrieY
MailOrderPnameX self {Proess-bill}PnameX AmountY !Invoie

The return guard and query (also given in Example2.2) are the following:
aBillPayment aBillPaymentPnameX AmountY

−→ {Paid}PnameX AmountYReturn guard Return queryInvoie : external, non-ontinuous. Its all guardis true. We omit (as for the other external funtions)the spei�ation of its argument query. The answerit returns is of the following form (whih an be en-fored by the DTD): PaymentPnamedom AmountdomDeliver : external, non-ontinuous. Its all guardis MainCatalogProdutPnameX PrieZ
MailOrderPaidPnameX AmountZselfThe result onsists of a single node labeledDelivered (this an be enfored by the DTD).Rejeted : external, non-ontinuous. Its allguard is the following:

MainMailOrderPaid self
∧ ¬ ( MainCatalogProdutPnameX PrieZ

MailOrderPaidPnameX AmountZself
)

The result onsists of a single node labeledRejeted (this an also be enfored by the DTD).This ompletes the spei�ation of the Mail OrderGAXML system.Now onsider again the Tree-LTL properties in Fig-ure 5. The �rst property (every mail order is even-tually delivered or rejeted) is satis�ed for the abovespei�ation. Consider the seond property (everyprodut for whih the orret amount has been paidis eventually delivered). Surprisingly, this propertyis false. This is due to a subtle bug: the spei�a-tion allows a ustomer to pay for a di�erent produtthan the one ordered. This bug ould be �xed withthe addition of the data onstraint onsisting of thenegation of the following pattern:
aBillPnameX PaymentPnameY
X 6= Y6.3 Upper bound proofs for reursion-free systemsProposition 3.2 Let S = (Φint,Φext,∆) be areursion-free GAXML shema. There exists a non-negative integer k, exponential in |Φint ∪ Φext|, suhthat all runs of S reah a bloking instane in at most

k transitions.Proof: Let Φ = Φint ∪ Φext and κ = |Φ|. Let Gbe the all graph of S. By assumption G is ayli.Let G0 be the set of funtions f ∈ Φ suh that theorresponding node has no inoming edge in G. Thedepth of a funtion f of Φ is the longest distanebetween the node representing f in G and a node of
G0. We show by indution of i that a funtion fof depth i an be alled at most (2 · κ)i times. For
i = 0 this is lear, the funtion may be alled only ifit is present in the initial instane and, beause S isreursion-free and the initial instane is a tree, in anonly our one in the initial instane. For arbitrary
i, let Gf be the set of parents of f in G. By indutiona funtion g of Gf an be alled at most (2 · κ)i−1
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times. Beause S is reursion-free, one exeution of
g may produe at most two diret exeutions of f(one generated by the input query, one by the outputquery). Hene f is exeuted at most 2·|Gf |(2·κ)i−1 ≤
(2 · κ)i as |Gf | ≤ κ. The depth of G being boundedby κ, eah funtion is eventually exeuted at most
(2 · κ)κ times, hene the bound on the length of therun. 2

Proposition 3.3 Given a pre-run ρ = I0, . . . Ik of Sand a Tree-LTL sentene ϕ, one an hek whether
ρ satis�es ϕ using a non-deterministi algorithm intime O(|ρ||ϕ|).Proof: Let P be the set of tree patterns used in ϕ.For eah m ∈ [0, k], let σm be the truth assignmenton P suh that σm(P ) = 1 i� Im |= P (note that thelatter an be heked in time exponential in P ). Let
Aϕ be the Bühi automaton for the formula ϕ wherethe tree patterns are replaed by distint proposi-tions (also denoted by P by slight abuse), and whosealphabet onsists of the truth assignments for P. Thestandard onstrution of Aϕ produes an automatonwhose number of states is exponential in ϕ. Reallthat (by de�nition of Aϕ) ρ |= ϕ i� Aϕ aepts thein�nite word σ0, . . . , σk, σk, . . ., i.e. i� Aϕ goes in-�nitely often through an aepting state. A simplepumping argument shows that this happens i� anaepting state an be reahed twie from a statereahed under input σ0, . . . , σk by reading again σkat most 2 · |Aϕ| times. This yields the desired non-deterministi algorithm taking time O(|ρ||ϕ|). 2

Theorem 3.6 It is deidable in o-2nexptime,given a reursion-free GAXML shema S and a Tree-LTL sentene ϕ, whether eah valid run of S satis�es
ϕ.We next outline the main points of the proof.Let S = (Φint,Φext,∆) be a reursion-free GAXMLshema and ϕ a Tree-LTL sentene of the form
∀X̄ψ(X̄). Clearly, S |= ϕ i� there is no valid runof S that satis�es ∃X̄¬ψ(X̄). Let DX̄ be an arbi-trary subset of D with as many elements as variablesin X̄. Clearly, the above is equivalent to the follow-ing: there is no valid run ρ of S with domain D ⊇ DX̄and no mapping h from X̄ to DX̄ suh that ρ satis-�es ξ = ¬ψ(h(X̄)) (reall that ψ(h(X̄)) is obtainedfrom ψ by replaing, for eah pattern in ψ for whih
Y ∈ X̄ is a free variable, the label Y by h(Y )). Thus,the question of whether S |= ϕ is redued to a satis-�ability problem. Deidability is shown by proving a

small model property. Spei�ally, we show the fol-lowing key lemma.Proposition 3.4 There exists a omputable funtion
f with the following property. If there exists a validpre-run of S satisfying ξ then there exists a valid pre-run of the same length satisfying ξ, suh that eah ofits instanes has size bounded by f(ξ, S).Clearly, Proposition 3.4 establishes Theorem 3.6.Indeed, as will be seen, f is doubly exponential in Sand ξ, whih will yield a omplexity of 2nexptimefor heking the existene of a valid run satisfying ξ(so violating ϕ). This establishes the o-2nexptimeupper bound for heking satisfation of ϕ.The main idea of the proof is as follows. Let
I0, . . . , Ik be a valid pre-run of S satisfying ξ. Weonstrut another valid pre-run R0, . . . , Rk suh thatfor eah m ∈ [0, k], Rm is a sub-instane of Im whosesize an be statially bounded, and Rm and Im sat-isfy exatly the same patterns used in ξ. The ideais to make sure that eah Rm ontains witnesses forall patterns in ξ satis�ed by Im, and also that it anmimi the transitions in the original run by keepingthe "skeleton" of Im (all paths from roots to nodeslabeled with funtion symbols ?f or af ) and also wit-nesses required to make the appropriate guards true.Satisfation of the DTD must also be ensured, whihrequires additional witnesses. The onstrution isdone in two passes: �rst, the needed witnesses areolleted starting from Ik and bakward to I0. Then,the atual pre-run R0, . . . , Rk is generated startingfrom the sub-instane of I0 ontaining the olletedwitnesses, by mimiking the transitions in the origi-nal run.In order to establish Proposition 3.4 we �rst showseveral auxiliary results. Note that, for the proof, ∆an be assumed to onsist only of a DTD, sine thedata onstraints an be absorbed into the property ϕto be veri�ed.We use the following terminology. Let I = (T , eval)be an instane of S = (Φint,Φext,∆). A sub-instaneof I is an instane J = (T ′, eval′) of S suh that (i)eah tree T ′ in T ′ is a pre�x4 of some tree T in T , (ii)
T ′ inludes all nodes in T labeled by funtion sym-bols ?f and af , and eval′ maps eah node n labeled
?f to the tree in T ′ that is a pre�x of eval(n). Wedenote by J ⊑ I the fat that J is a sub-instane of
I. Note that eval′ is uniquely determined by T ′ and4A tree T ′ is a pre�x of a tree T if T ′ is a subgraph of Tand for eah node x in T ′, all nodes on the path from x to theroot in T are also in T ′.14



I. An important property of a subinstane is that ispreserve the false patterns: If a pattern does not holdin I then it doesn't hold in any of its subinstanes.The next result shows how we an �propagate bak-wards� sub-instanes throughout a run. Note that thelemma does not assume non-reursiveness.Lemma 6.1 Let S = (Φint,Φext,∆) be a GAXMLshema, I and I ′ instanes of S suh that I ⊢ I ′, andlet K ⊑ I ′. Then there exists Pre(K) ⊑ I and K ′ ⊑
I ′ suh that Pre(K) ⊢ K ′, K ⊑ K ′, and |Pre(K)| ≤
d ·g+(d ·b+1) · |K|, where d is the maximum depth ofa tree satisfying ∆, g is the maximum size of a guardand b the maximum size of the body of an argumentor return query in S.Proof: We do a ase analysis on the transition I ⊢ I ′.Suppose �rst that I ′ is obtained from I as a result ofa funtion all !f at a node n. Let γ(f) be the allguard of f . For eah pattern P ourring in γ(f) thatholds in (I, n), let µP be a mathing of P into (I, n),and let G be the forest indued by all the nodes inthe images of some µP together with their anestors.Note that the size of G is bounded by d · |γ(f)| ≤ d ·g.If f is an external funtion, then Pre(K) onsistsof G together with K, with the label of n hangedfrom ?f to !f . Suppose f is an internal funtion.Let T be the tree in I ′ with root r labeled af result-ing from the all. Reall that T onsists of r withsubtrees resulting from the evaluation of the argu-ment query of f , Body → Head on (I, n). For eahtree H in Head, let c be its onstrutor node and Hcthe orresponding subtree. For eah mathing µ ofBody into (I, n) we denote by µ(Hc) the set of nodesof I ′ that are indued by this mathing. Let M bethe set of mathings µ for whih µ(Hc) intersets Kfor some H in Head. Then the nodes of Pre(K) arethose of G together with those belonging to both Kand I, and those ourring in {µ(Body) | µ ∈ M},together with their anestors. Note that |Pre(K)| ≤
|K|+d·|γ(f)|+d·|Body|·|K| ≤ d·g+(d·b+1)·|K|. Tosee that Pre(K) satis�es the other onditions of thelemma, note �rst that Pre(K) ontains n with label
!f (the same as in I) and γ(f) holds in (Pre(K), n).Thus, there exists K ′ suh that Pre(K) ⊢ K ′ and K ′is obtained from Pre(K) by a all to f at node n. If
f is an external funtion, K ⊑ K ′ by onstrution. If
f is an internal funtion, K ′ is obtained from Pre(K)by evaluating arg(f) = Body → Head on (Pre(K), n).Sine by onstrution all mathings of Body into (I, n)in M are also mathings in (Pre(K), n), it easily fol-lows that K ⊑ K ′ (modulo node renaming). SinePre(K) ⊑ I and I ⊢ I ′ it also follows that K ′ ⊑ I ′.

Next, suppose I ′ is obtained from I by the returnof the result of a funtion all ?f at node n. Sup-pose f is an external funtion. Then Pre(K) is thesmallest sub-instane of I ontaining K from whihthe subtrees belonging to the result of the all aredeleted. If f is an internal funtion, Pre(K) is ob-tained similarly to the above. In this ase again,
|Pre(K)| ≤ |K|+d · |ρ(f)|+d · |Body| · |K| where ρ(f)is the return guard of f and Body is the body of thereturn query of f , so |Pre(K)| ≤ d ·g+(d · b+1) · |K|.The proof that Pre(K) ⊢ K ′ where K ⊑ K ′ ⊑ I ′ issimilar to the above. 2In onstruting our "small" run, we will need toenfore validity of the instanes wrt ∆. To this end,we use the notion of "ompletion" of an instane. Let
J be a sub-instane of I. A ompletion J̄ of J wrt Iand ∆ is de�ned as follows. Let max(∆) be the max-imum integer used in the spei�ation of ∆. First,let J ′ be obtained by adding to J all subtrees of Irooted at nodes in J . Next, J̄ is obtained from J ′as follows. For eah node n of J , if n has more than
max(∆) hildren in J ′ that are not in J and havethe same label a ∈ Σ ∪ {!f | f ∈ Φint ∪ Φext}, re-tain max(∆) of them and remove from J ′ the rest(together with their subtrees). Similarly, if n in Jhas more than max(∆) hildren in J ′ that are not in
J and are labeled by (possibly distint) data values,retain max(∆) of them and remove the rest from J ′.The following is easily seen. Note that, like Lemma6.1, the following does not assume non-reursiveness.Lemma 6.2 Let S be a GAXML shema. Suppose
I is an instane of S, I |= ∆, J is a sub-instane of
I, and J̄ is a ompletion of J wrt I and ∆. Thenfor every instane L suh that J̄ ⊑ L ⊑ I, if n is anode in J̄ , then the set of hildren of n in L satis�es
∆ (in partiular, J̄ |= ∆). Furthermore, |J̄ | ≤ d · (a ·
max(∆))d · |J |, where d is the maximum depth of atree satisfying ∆ and a is the size of the alphabet of
∆.Proof: Suppose J̄ ⊑ L ⊑ I and n is a node in J̄ .Consider the hildren of n in L. By onstrution, foreah label b, the number of hildren of n with label bin L is either the same as in I or lies betweenmax(∆)and the number of suh hildren in I (and similarlyfor nodes labeled with data values). In either ase,for k ≤ max(∆), b ≥ k holds in L i� it holds in I forthe hildren of n. Sine I |= ∆, it follows that ∆ issatis�ed by the hildren of n in L. Finally, the boundon J̄ is immediate. 215



Proof of Proposition 3.4 We are now ready toomplete the proof of Proposition 3.4. Let ρ =
I0, . . . , Ik be a valid pre-run of S satisfying ξ. Weonstrut a valid pre-run R0, . . . , Rk of bounded sizesuh that for allm ∈ [0, k], Im and Rm satisfy exatlythe same patterns ourring in ξ. Sine I1, . . . , Ik sat-is�es ξ, so does R1, . . . Rk.Let P be the set of patterns ourring in ξ. Foreah m ∈ [0, k] and pattern P ∈ P that holds in
Im, let σP,m be one mathing of P into Im, and letMathm(P) be the image of {σP,m | P ∈ P, Im |= P}.The skeleton of ρ is the set of all nodes ourring on apath from root to a node labeled with a funtion sym-bol ?f or af , in some Im, 0 ≤ m ≤ k. We de�ne bybakward indution valid sub-instanes J̄m of Im asfollows. For the basis, onsider m = k. Reall that Ikis bloking. For eah node n in Ik labeled by a fun-tion all !f , and eah pattern P in γ(f) that mathesinto (Ik, n), let σP be suh a mathing. Let G be setof nodes in the image of all suh mathings. Let Jkbe the minimum sub-instane of Ik that inludes G,all nodes of Ik that belong to the skeleton of ρ, andall nodes in Mathk(P). Let J̄k be a ompletion of
Jk wrt Ik and ∆.For the indutive step, let m < k. Let Pre(J̄m+1)be onstruted from J̄m+1 as in Lemma 6.1. Next,let Jm be the minimum sub-instane of Im ontain-ing Pre(J̄m+1), the nodes of Im that belong to theskeleton of ρ, and the nodes in Mathm(P). Finally,let J̄m be a ompletion of Jm wrt Im and ∆.We next de�ne by forward indution the desiredvalid pre-run R0, . . . , Rk, starting with R0 = J̄0.As we shall see, J̄m ⊑ Rm ⊑ Im for 0 ≤ m ≤ kand Rm |= ∆. The basis (R0 = J̄0) is lear. Let
0 ≤ m < k and suppose Rm has been de�ned, Rmsatis�es ∆, and J̄m ⊑ Rm ⊑ Im. By onstrution,Pre(J̄m+1) ⊑ J̄m, so Pre(J̄m+1) ⊑ Rm. By Lemma6.1, Pre(J̄m+1) ⊢ K ′ where J̄m+1 ⊑ K ′ ⊑ Im+1.Sine Pre(J̄m+1) ⊑ Rm ⊑ Im, it follows that Rm ⊢
Rm+1 where K ′ ⊑ Rm+1 ⊑ Im+1, and the transi-tion Rm ⊢ Rm+1 results from the same funtion allor result return as in Im ⊢ Im+1. The transition isuniquely determined, exept in the ase of the returnof the result of an external all. In this ase, onsiderthe forest F whih is the result of the same funtionall in Im+1. Let Rm+1 be obtained from Rm byreturning as answer to the external all F ∩ J̄m+1.In all ases, sine J̄m+1 ⊑ K ′, we have the desiredinlusions J̄m+1 ⊑ Rm+1 ⊑ Im+1.To see that Rm+1 |= ∆, onsider the possible tran-sitions from Rm to Rm+1. Suppose Rm+1 is obtained

from Rm by a funtion all to f . If f is external, ∆is learly satis�ed. If f is internal, note that, sine
Rm |= ∆, the only violation of ∆ in Rm+1 ould ourif the number of trees in the answer to the argumentquery of the all on Rm is disallowed by ∆ underroot af . However, this annot happen by Lemma 6.2,sine J̄m+1 ⊑ Rm+1 and the root belongs to J̄m+1.Now suppose Rm+1 is obtained from Rm by thereturn of the result of a all to a funtion f . If fis internal, the argument is similar to the above (weuse here the fat that the root under whih the re-sult of the funtion all is returned in Im+1 is partof the skeleton of ρ so belongs to J̄m+1). Suppose
f is external. Reall that by onstrution, the an-swer to the external all onsists of sibling subtreesof J̄m+1 sitting under some node n, and eah tree inthe answer satis�es ∆ (beause Im+1 |= ∆). Rm+1may ontain additional sibling subtrees under n thatare not in J̄m+1 beause they were already in Rm,and eah satis�es ∆. Sine J̄m+1 ⊑ Rm+1, and n isin J̄m+1, the set of hildren of n also satisfy ∆, byLemma 6.2. Thus, Rm+1 |= ∆. This ompletes theindution.Clearly, for eah m ∈ [0, k], Rm and Im satisfyexatly the same patterns in P, beause J̄m ⊑ Rm ⊑
Im and eah P ∈ P that holds in Im also has a mathin J̄m, so in Rm. Conversely, if P does not hold in Imit annot hold in Rm. Finally, Rk is bloking beause
Ik is bloking and Rk and Ik satisfy exatly the samepatterns ourring in the all guards.We now provide a bound for the pre-run
R0, . . . , Rk. We denote by s the size of S and by
x the size of ξ. Reall that d is the depth of all treesthat are valid for ∆ and that d ≤ s. Reall also that
g is the maximum size for a guard and that g ≤ s.From the above it follows that:
• k is exponential in s (Proposition 3.2).
• The skeleton sk(ρ) of ρ = I0, . . . , Ik is boundedby k · d · 2 · k. To see this notie that a run oflength k an all at most k funtions. Hene aninstane of this run has at most k nodes labeled
af and k nodes labeled ?f . Eah suh node hasat most d anestors and there are k instanes.Hene sk(ρ) = O(s · k2).

• The size of Jk is bounded by |sk(ρ)| + d · g · 2 ·
k + d · |ξ|. The term d · g · 2 · k bounds the sizeof G (we need to onsider a most 2 · k guards)and d · |ξ| bounds the size of Mathk(P). Thus,
|Jk| = O(s2 · x · k2).16



• By Lemma 6.2, |J̄ | = O(s2s+1 · |J |), so |J̄k| =
O(k2 · x · s2s+3)).

• Consider J̄m for m < k. By onstrution,
|Jm| ≤ |Pre(Jm+1)| + |sk(ρ)| + |Mathm(P)|.By Lemma 6.1, |Pre(Jm+1)| = O(s2 · |J̄m+1|).Also, |sk(ρ)| = O(s · k2) ( see above) and
|Mathm(P)| = O(s · x). It follows that |J̄m| =
O(s2s+1(s2 · |J̄m+1| + s · k2 + s · x)) = O(k2 · x ·
s2s+3 · |J̄m+1|).

• From the above, it follows that |J̄0| = O((k2 · x ·
s2s+3)k · |J̄k|) = O((k2 ·x ·s2s+3)k ·k2 ·x ·s2s+3) =
O(k2k+1 · xk+1 · s(2s+3)(k+1)).Thus, J̄0 is doubly exponential with respet to S and

ξ. Now onsider the pre-run R0, . . . , Rk. At eahtransition Rm ⊢ Rm+1, the instane Rm an inreaseby at most |J̄0|v ·h, where v is the maximum numberof variables in the head of a query of S, and h isthe maximum size of a query head. Reall that byonstrution, the result of an external all is boundedby the maximum size of |J̄m|, m ∈ [0, k], to whih thebound established above for |J̄0| applies. Thus, eah
Rm remains doubly exponential in S and ξ. Thisompletes the proof of Proposition 3.4.In summary, a 2nexptime deision proedure forsatis�ability of ξ by S is the following:1. Guess DX̄ and the valuation h of X̄ into DX̄ ;onstrut the formula ξ2. Guess an initial instane R0 of a valid pre-run of

S, of size doubly exponential in S and ξ.3. Generate non-deterministially a valid pre-run
R0, . . . , Rk of S; in the ase of external fun-tion alls, guess an arbitrary answer whose sizeis bounded by the bound shown above for |J̄0|. Abloking instane Rk is guaranteed to be reahedafter a number of transitions exponential in S.4. Chek that R0, . . . , Rk satis�es ξ.Note that (4) remains in 2nexptime by Proposition3.3. This ompletes the proof of Theorem 3.6. 2Corollary 3.8 The following are deidable in o-2nexptime for a reursion-free GAXML shema S =

(Φint,Φext,∆):
• Suessful termination: eah run of S ends in abloking instane with no running funtion all.

• Typeheking: for every run of S, if the initialinstane satis�es ∆, then every instane in therun satis�es ∆.Proof: Suessful termination an be redued to sat-isfation of a Tree-LTL sentene by a reursion-freesystem. For suessful termination, the property tobe veri�ed is F [α ∧
∧

f∈Φint∪Φext ¬ γ′(f)] where
α is a formula stating that no funtion symbol ?f ispresent, and eah γ′(f) is obtained from the guard
γ(f) by replaing the label self by !f . This uses thefat that, in a tree without funtion alls, the DTDof ∆ does not allow multiple ourrenes of nodes la-beled !f (thus, the relative pattern γ(f) an be turnedinto the pattern γ′(f) without any loss). Also notethat, sine the initial instane of a run onsists of asingle tree, every reahable instane without runningfuntion alls is also a single tree.For typeheking, the proof is analogous to that ofLemma 3.4. Suppose ∆ onsists of a DTD ∆′ and adata onstraint ψ. We �rst typehek ∆′: we showthat whenever ρ = I0, . . . , Ik is a pre�x of a run of Ssuh that I0 satis�es ∆, Ik satis�es ∆′. Suppose, tothe ontrary, that there exists ρ = I0, . . . , Ik suh that
I0 is an initial instane (satisfying ∆), Im ⊢ Im+1,and Ik violates ∆′. We onstrut a sequene ρ′ =
R0, . . . , Rk with the same properties, suh that thesize of ρ′ is statially bounded. The onstrution isthe same as in the proof of Lemma 3.4 (for P = ∅),with two modi�ations. First, Jk is de�ned as follows.Sine Ik violates ∆′, there is a node n of Ik whosehildren violate ∆′. Let Jk be the minimum sub-instane of Ik ontaining n together with sk(ρ), andlet J̄k be the ompletion of Jk wrt Ik and ∆′. Notethat J̄k still violates ∆′. The indutive onstrutionof J̄m for m < k proeeds as in Lemma 3.4, exeptthat J0 also inludes witnesses for the patterns of ψsatis�ed by I0. Next, ρ′ = R0, . . . , Rk is onstrutedfrom J̄0 as in Lemma 3.4. Note that J̄k ⊑ Rk ⊑ Ik,and Rk still violates ∆′ for the same node n as J̄k and
Ik. Clearly, ρ′ has the desired properties and has sizedoubly exponential in S. This shows that hekingthe existene of a violation of typeheking wrt theDTD ∆′ an be done in 2nexptime, so typehekingwrt ∆′ is in o-2nexptime. Now onsider ∆. If theanswer to the above is negative (there is a violation of
∆′) then we are done (∆ is also violated). Otherwise,let S′ = (Φint,Φext,∆′), and hek that every validpre-run of S′ satis�es the Tree-LTL property ψ → G
ψ. This an be done in o-2nexptime by Theorem3.6. In summary, typeheking is deidable in o-2nexptime. 217



6.4 Lower bound proofWe now prove that the omplexity bound of Theo-rem 3.6 is tight.Proof of Proposition 3.5 Let M be a non-deterministi Turing Mahine running in time 22n oninputs of size n.Let w be a string of length n. We onstrut a tree-LTL sentene ϕ and a reursion-free GAXML servie
S suh that ϕ holds on all runs of S i� M rejets w.The general idea is that any initial instane of Sshould ode a valid run of M on w. If this is not thease, there will be a run of S that will violate ϕ.Enoding the on�gurations of M . The initialinstane of S roughly looks as follows (for tehnialreasons there will be some extra features that we willintrodued when needed):

M

RNP
U

NP
U

. . . NP
U

RNP
U

. . . NP
U

. . . RNP
U

. . . NP
U

Eah tree rooted by a symbol R is expeted toode a on�guration ofM . Data values (not depitedabove) are attahed to the N and P -nodes in orderto form a suessor relation between the leaves (reallthat our trees are unordered). The label of eah leaf(the round irles in the �gure above) is a tape sym-bol of M . In eah R-subtree, the sequene of labelsof the leaves indued by this suessor relation odesa on�guration ofM . The U -nodes are here for teh-nial reasons that will beome apparent later. Notethat the global struture without the data values aneasily be enfored using a DTD.Enforing a suessor relation. This is the di�-ult part of the proof, the rest being standard. We as-sume that eah N -node and eah P -node has a hildontaining a data value. We use these data valuesin order to ode the suessor relation. The idea isthat if a data value of an N -node appears in a P -node then the orresponding branhes are suessive.More preisely we derive a direted graph G as fol-lows. The verties of G are all the data values of
N -nodes. There is an ar (α, β) in G i� α and β are

distint data values of N -nodes x and y, suh that thedata value of the P -hild of y is α. We speify S suhthat we an detet whether G indues a sequene longenough in eah R-subtree for oding a on�gurationof M and suh that G also indues a su�iently longsequene of on�gurations. In partiular, for odingthe run of M , G must ontain a sequene of length
2(2n) · 2(2n) = 2(2n+1).For tehnial reasons, we will distinguish betweenthree kinds of N -nodes, Nbeg, Nlast, and Ninner. Weensure that eah R-subtree ontains exatly one o-urrene of Nbeg, one ourrene of Nlast, and thatall the remaining N -nodes are Ninner. This an bedone by adding one more hild to the N -nodes witha spei� �nite label for eah kind. The onstraintsabove an then be enfored using a DTD. We will usethese nodes to ode respetively the �rst, the last andthe other elements of the sequene indued by G oneah R-tree. In the patterns depited in the followingwe will use Nbeg, Nlast and Ninner as labels insteadof expliitly referring to the label of their hild. Tosimplify further the presentation we will also use inthe patterns the label Pbeg, Plast and Pinner for P -nodes whose parent is respetively a Nbeg, Nlast and
Ninner node. Similarly we mark one of the R-subtreefor the initial on�guration, one of the R-subtree forthe �nal on�guration and denote them by Rbeg and
Rlast. Again this an be enfored by a DTD.With patterns it is easy to enfore that every nodeof G has at most one outgoing edge and at most oneinoming edge. It is also easy to enfore no self loop in
G. By negating the following patterns we also makesure that the next element of a Nlast node an onlybe a Nbeg node.M
Nlastx Pinnerx M

Nlastx PlastxIt remains to take are of loops and of sequenesthat may stop abruptly. For this we use funtion allsand ompute, step by step, the transitive losure of
G and the nodes at distane 2(2n+1). Then suitableTree-LTL formulas an hek that G has the rightformat.The transitive losure of G is omputed by indu-tion as follows: If T is the relation omputed atsome step, the next step omputes ∃zT (x, z)∧T (z, y).With a reursion-free GAXML of size n, runs anonly have about 2n steps. Hene we an't omputethe omplete transitive losure of G but only the �rst
2n+1 steps. But with the divide and onquer algo-rithm desribed above, this is enough to detet the18



loops of G of length smaller than 2(2n+1). This isenough for simulating M , beause M on w ends infewer than 2(2n) steps!We now speify the funtion alls that ompute thetransitive losure of G as desribed above. To do thiswe use 2n+5 funtions, f, f0, · · · , fn+1, f
′
0, · · · , f

′
n+1.We add below the root M a funtion f whih is al-ways enabled (its all guard is always true) and whoseargument query omputes G:MNx Ny Px

S
{T}Ax By !f0 !f ′

0

Eah fi, for i ≤ n, is de�ned so that it is replaedby !fi+1!f
′
i+1 or by !fn+1. This is done by making itsall guard and return guard always true, its argumentquery void, and its return query the forest !fi+1!f

′
i+1,if i < n, or the tree !fn+1, if i = n.Eah f ′i is de�ned similarly exept for the all guardwhih is enabled only if no node ontaining a all tosome fj is present in the tree. It is easy to see, byindution on i, that eah fi and eah f ′i is eventuallyexeuted 2i times.The funtion fn+1 performs one step of the om-putation of the transitive losure of G. We have seenthat it will eventually be exeuted 2n+1 times as de-sired. The all guard of fn+1 is always true. Theinput query of fn+1 does the expeted omputationand is given by:

afTAx Bz TAz By {T}Ax ByThe return guard of fn+1 is always true and returnsthe answer of the input query.By negating the following pattern in S we enforethat a self loop will never our and hene that Ghas no small loops.
afTAx BxThe following Tree-LTL formula now heks that

G indues a long path (i.e. of length 22n+1) fromthe Nbeg-node of the Rbeg-subtree to the Nlast-nodeof the Rlast-subtree. It does so by heking that the

orresponding pair of data values eventually our inthe omputation of the transitive losure but only inthe very last step. This last step an be deteted bya tree pattern (denoted by last below) that heksthat the evaluation of the transitive losure is over:no more running alls besides f . We denote by Untilthe variant of ϕ U ψ that requires ψ to eventuallyhold.
¬( M
Rbeg
Nbegx Rlast

Nlasty TAx By
) Until (last ∧ M

Rbeg
Nbegx Rlast

Nlasty TAx By
)

It now remains to hek that the distane in Gbetween a Nbeg-node and a Nlast-node of a same R-subtree is exatly 22n . We do this by heking that (i)it is the ase for the Rbeg-subtree (ii) all R-subtreeshave the same distane between their Nbeg-node anda Nlast-node.Condition (i) is heked by a Tree-LTL formulaas above exept that the orresponding pair of datavalue must now our at the middle step (step num-ber 2n out of 2n+1) of the omputation of the transi-tive losure and not before. Note that the middle stepan be deteted via a tree pattern (denoted middlebelow) beause it is exatly when f ′0 is alled.
¬( M
Rbeg
Nbegx Rbeg

Nlasty TAx By
) Until (middle ∧ M

Rbeg
Nbegx Rbeg

Nlasty TAx By
)

We now turn to ondition (ii). We set the DTD sothat eah U -node also has a data value attahed toit (not depited in the �gure of a on�guration of Mabove). Similarly as above we use Ubeg and Ulast asshorthand for U -nodes whose parent is a Nbeg-nodeor Nlast-node. We use these data values as an indexof the position (relative to the order indued by G) ofthe orresponding U -node within the R-subtree. We�rst make sure that within the same R-subtree, notwo U -nodes have the same data value. This is doneby forbidding the pattern:MRNUx z NUx z'
z 6= z′19



Hene a data value uniquely determines a positionwithin an R-subtree. We now make sure that all su-essive R-subtrees have the same sequene of datavalues under the U -nodes. This is done as follows.For Ubeg and Ulast nodes a pattern an easily enforethis by stating that two Ubeg-nodes (and two Ulast-nodes) annot arry di�erent data values. This prop-erty is then propagated via the suessor relation byforbidding the pattern depited below:MRNx Uy Px Uz
RNx' Uy Px' Uz'

z 6= z′

Notie in the pattern above how the variable x isused to make sure that y and z are the data valuesassoiated to two suessive positions (similarly for
x′ with y and z′).Notie that the above onstraints imply that allsuessive R-subtrees must have the same length.Sine the initial R-subtree has length 2n, this im-plies that all suessive R-trees also have the desiredlength 2n. This onludes the desription of the su-essor relation. Let us denote by φNP the onjuntionof all the Tree-LTL formulas mentioned above. It fol-lows from the disussion above that if there is a runfrom the initial instane that satis�es φNP , then theinitial instane is suh that G odes an appropriatesuessor relation.Simulation of M It is now easy to hek that theinitial on�guration, the Rbeg-subtree, is indeed ini-tial. This an be done with patterns that hek theoding of w using the suessor relation indued by
G.Consisteny of the transitions of M an now beenfored by forbidding patterns of the form (this is alassial onstrution that we do not detail here):MRNy az Py b

Nlastx RNy' cz Py' d

Pbegx
Notie in the pattern above how the variable x isused to make sure that the two R-subtrees orrespond

to two suessive on�gurations (Nlast denotes themarked node for the end of the sequene inside an
R-subtree while Plast denotes the beginning). Simi-larly, y (resp. y′) is used to make sure that a and b(resp. c and d) are onseutive positions in their re-spetive on�guration. The variable z enfores (thisis where we use the fat that a data value determinesa position) that the position of a is the same as theposition of c. It is then a straightforward proedureto allow only the right ombination of patterns withthe appropriate a,b,c and d in order to simulate thetransitions of M .It now remains to hek that the aepting on�g-uration is reahable from the initial one. Whether aon�guration is aepting an easily be heked us-ing a pattern. The on�guration reahed in 22n stepsfrom the initial one an be extrated from the ompu-tation of the transitive losure of the suessor rela-tionship among the R-subtrees: it is available underthe subtree rooted by af . Hene a Tree-LTL formulaan hek that this last on�guration is aepting.Let us denote this formula by φaept.Wrapping up. The reursion-free GAXMLshema S is de�ned as:
• ∆ is the DTD given above for the global shapeof the initial instane together with all the pat-terns introdued above that guarantee that thetransitions are orret.
• The funtions are those desribed above. Theyenfore the right size of the initial instane.Altogether the onstrution of S is polynomial in Mand w.The Tree-LTL formula ϕ is ¬(φNP ∧ φaept). It isalso onstruted in polynomial time from M and w.Note that the patterns in the formula do not ontainany free variables.It is now easy to hek thatM rejets w i� all runsof S verify ϕ. One the initial instane is providedeither it does not ode a valid run of M and then

φNP does not hold, or it does ode a valid run of
M , but then ¬φaept guarantees that the run is notaepting. Hene M annot aept w. 26.5 Undeidability resultsIn this and other proofs we use a redution from theimpliation problem for funtional and inlusion de-pendenies, known to be undeidable. We brie�y re-all this problem (see [3℄ for more details). Let R be20



a relation. An inlusion dependeny (ID) over R isan expression [Ā] ⊆ [B̄] where Ā and B̄ are sets ofattributes of R of the same size. R satis�es [Ā] ⊆ [B̄]if πĀ(R) ⊆ πB̄(R). A funtional dependeny (FD)over R is an expression V → C, where V is a set ofattributes and C an attribute of R. Relation R sat-is�es V → C if no two tuples of R agree on V anddisagree on C. The impliation problem asks, given aset Γ of IDs and FDs, and an FD F over R, whether
Γ |= F , i.e. every �nite R that satis�es Γ must alsosatisfy F .Theorem 4.1 It is undeidable, given a positive treepattern P without variables and a GAXML shema Swith no data onstraints or external funtions, satis-fying the non-reursiveness onditions relaxed by anyof (1), (2), or (3) above, whether some instane sat-isfying P is reahable in a run of S.Proof: We use a redution from the impliationproblem for FDs and IDs. Let R be a relation with kattributes, Γ a set of FDs and IDs over R, and F anFD over R. For (1-3) we onstrut a GAXML shema
S satisfying the stated restritions, and a tree pattern
P , suh that Γ 6|= F i� some instane satisfying P isreahable in a run of S. We represent relation R withattributes A1 . . . Ak in the standard way, as a tree de-sribed by the DTD5

R → T ∗

T → A1 . . . Ak

Ai → domConsider (1). Suppose the DTD of S allows an un-bounded number of funtion alls in valid trees. Inorder to hek the inlusion dependenies, we use oneinternal funtion fτ for eah ID τ ∈ Γ, and one ad-ditional internal funtion g. Their all guards will bedesribed shortly. Their argument queries are largelyirrelevant � we assume they are trivial and produethe empty forest. Their return guards are similarlyde�ned as false, so no answer is ever returned. Weadd one node labeled !fτ under eah node T , for eahID τ ∈ Γ. Finally, we add one node labeled !g under
R. Thus, an initial instane of S is of the form:RT

A1 A2 . . . Ak !fτ

. . . . . . T
A1 A2 . . . Ak !fτ

!g

5This lassial notation maps in the obvious way to on-straints in our DTDs.

The guard of eah fτ heks that the inlusion de-pendeny τ is not violated for the tuple loal to thenode labeled !fτ . For example, if τ = R[Ai] ⊆ R[Aj ],the guard of fτ is RT
Ai

X

self T
Aj

XThe guard γ(g) of g is the onjuntion of several treepatterns. The �rst simply heks that no node labeled
!fτ exists in the tree. This ensures that all alls to the
!fτ have been made, whih implies that their guardswere true, so no τ ∈ Γ is violated. Satisfation ofthe FDs in Γ is ensured by adding to γ(g) the obvi-ous negative patterns forbidding violations. Finally,violation of F is ensured by a positive pattern, alsoadded to γ(g). The pattern P simply heks that anode labeled ?g exists in the tree, so the guard of gis true. Clearly, P is reahed in a run of S i� thereexists R that satis�es Γ and violates F , i� Γ 6|= F .Next, onsider (2) and (3). We only outline theproof for (2), sine (3) is very similar. Thus, S isallowed to use ontinuous funtions (but all other re-stritions remain in fore). As above, suppose Γ and
F apply to a relation R with attributes A1, . . . , Ak.The idea of the proof is as follows. As above, the FDsan be easily heked using tree patterns. In order tohek satisfation of the IDs, we augment R with twoattributes B,C meant to represent a suessor (or al-most) on the tuples of R, yielding R̄. The IDs areheked by stepping through the tuples one-by-oneusing the suessor relation, and verifying for eahthat no ID is violated. This is done using ontinuousfuntions. We next provide more details.The relation R̄ is represented as above. To this weadd ontinuous funtions g, h and e, with respetiveparents G, H and E, all under root R̄. For tehnialreasons we need one additional funtion init thatappears under G and H. The DTD rules for G,Hand E are:
G → (!g + ?g)(!init dom + ?init dom∗)
H → (!h + ?h)(!init dom + ?init dom∗)
E → !e + ?eThe role of init is simply to enfore the preseneof a single data value under G and H in the initialinstane. Multiple data values may appear one inithas been alled. We make the return guard of initfalse, so that no answer is ever returned.Thus, an initial instane of S has the followingshape:21



R̄. . . T

B C A1 . . . Ak

. . . G

!g !init H

!h !init E

!e

We denote by GBC the graph whose nodes are thedata values ourring under the B's, and for whihthere is an edge from γ to δ i� γ ours under Band δ under C in the same tuple. We also use twoonstant data values start and end. The all guardof !g ensures the following:(i) B and C are keys for relation R̄ and their valuesare distint in every tuple;(ii) start ours under some B node and has in-degree zero in GBC ;(iii) start ours under G;(iv) end does not our under G.Note that (i) ensures that eah tuple in R isuniquely identi�ed by the data value under the Battribute (we say that eah tuple is indexed by theorresponding B value). Also, (i) ensures that, in thegraph GBC , all nodes have in-degree and out-degreeat most one. The role of funtion g is to ompute alldata values that are reahable from start in GBC .This an be easily done by repeatedly alling !g andproduing, after m alls, all γ reahable from startin GAB, for whih the distane from start to γ is atmost m. Spei�ally, the argument query of g hashead {Y } and body
R̄T

BX CY T
BY GX

Its return guard is true and the return query returnseverything under ag (so the result of the argumentquery is simply returned without hange). Note that(iv) fores !g to stop as soon as end is reahed (if atall).The guard of h heks the following:
• end ours under G (so g has been alled at leastone and end is reahable from start). Notethat if this holds, there is a unique simple pathfrom start to end in GBC , and the data valuesunder G are exatly the nodes along the path;

• start ours under H (and therefore is the onlydata value under H in the initial instane);
• end does not our under H.The role of h is to redo the omputation performedby !g, with the additional task of heking, for eahdata value γ reahed from start, that the tuple of Rindexed by γ does not violate any ID of Γ within thesub-relation of R onsisting of the tuples indexed bydata values along the path from start to end (avail-able under G), whih we denote by Rse. This is doneby inluding appropriate sub-patterns in the body ofthe argument query of h. The portion of the bodydeteting a new reahable value Y is the same as for

g, exept that G is replaed by H. This is augmentedin order to hek eah ID τ in Γ. For example, if τis an ID R[Ai] ⊆ R[Aj ], the body of the argumentquery of !h is augmented as follows:
R̄T

BX CY T
BY AiZ HX GW T

BW AjZFinally, we turn to e. The return guard of e heksthe following:
• end ours under H;
• all FDs in Γ are satis�ed by Rse;
• the FD F is violated by Rse.Thus, the guard of e beomes true i� Rse satis�es Γand violates F . The pattern P simply heks that ?eours in the tree. Clearly, an instane satisfying Pis reahable in a run of S i� Γ 6|= F . 2

Theorem 4.2 It is undeidable, given a positive pat-tern P without variables and a GAXML system Swith no data values and no external funtions, sat-isfying the non-reursiveness onditions relaxed byallowing a yli all graph, whether some instanesatisfying P is reahable in a valid run of S.Proof: (sketh) The proof is by redution fromreahability for deterministi two-ounters mahines.These are �nite state automata with two ounters andan initial state. Eah transition depends on the ur-rent state and whether the ounters have value zero.A transition may hange the urrent state and inre-ment or derement one of the ounters. It is known22



that it is undeidable whether a given state is reah-able for deterministi ounter mahines [19℄.Let M be a deterministi ounter mahine withstates {q0, . . . , qn}, initial state q0, and ounters de-noted C1, C2. We simulate a run of M using aGAXML system S as follows. For eah state qi of Mwe assume a funtion, also denoted qi by slight abuse.(reall that all funtions of S are non-ontinuous).We also assume two funtions c1, c2 used to ode thetwo ounters. The value of ounter Ci is the num-ber of ative running alls to ci in the instane. Tofailitate the simulation of transitions, we representboth the urrent and next state of M , under distintroots Current and Next. The DTD enfores that atmost one funtion all ours under eah of Currentor Next. We assume wlog that the start state q0 ofMis never used again in the ourse of the omputation.The urrent state q ofM is indiated by the preseneof a all ?q as a hild of Current. The start on�gu-ration of M (urrent start state q0, C1 = C2 = 0) isrepresented as follows: MCurrent
?q0 !q2 . . . !qn

Next
!q1 !q2 . . . !qn

!c1 !c2Eah all to ci produes a new running all on-taining a single all !ci (in addition to some otherfuntions used for bookkeeping and desribed below).Thus, the number of running alls to ci is simply thenumber of nodes labeled ?ci. The last running all isthe only one ontaining !ci. Inrementing the ounter
Ci in M is simulated by making a new all to ci.Derementing Ci is done by returning the answer tothe last all to ci. A transition of M from state qi to
qj is simulated in several steps:
• Call funtion qj under Next (its guard tests theondition of the transition: the urrent state isdeteted by �nding ?qi under Current, and a zeroounter Ci is deteted by the absene of ?ci).
• The ounters are inremented or deremented bymaking a new all or returning the result to thelast all of the orresponding funtion.
• The all ?qi under Current returns !qi and a newall to qj (for whih ?qj appears under Next) ismade.
• The all ?qj under Next returns !qj .Implementing the above sequene requires some are-ful ontrol ahieved by a few additional funtions. Weomit the details. Finally, let P be the positive pattern

heking the presene of ?q. It is lear thatM reahesstate q i� an instane satisfying P an be reahed ina run of M . 2

Theorem 4.4 It is undeidable, given a positivetree pattern P without variables, and a reursion-free GAXML shema S with no data onstraints andno external funtions, using tree patterns with neg-ative sub-patterns, whether there exists an instanesatisfying P that is reahable in a run of S.Proof: We use again a redution from the implia-tion problem for FDs and IDs. Let Γ be a set of FDsand IDs and F an FD over a relation R. We build
P and reursion-free S suh that Γ 6|= F i� some in-stane satisfying P is reahable in a run of S. The keyobservation is that one an easily hek for violationof an ID using a pattern with a negative sub-pattern(so its negation states satisfation of the ID). Satis-fation of the FDs in Γ and violation of F are testedas before. All the onditions an be plaed in theguard of a funtion g. The pattern P simply teststhe existene of a all ?g. 2

Theorem 4.5 It is undeidable, given a reursion-free GAXML shema S and a ∃Tree-LTL sentene ϕ,whether S satis�es ϕ.Proof: We use a redution from the impliationproblem for FDs and IDs. Let Γ be a set of FDsand IDs, and F an FD over a relation R. We exhibita reursion-free GAXML shema S and a ∃Tree-LTLsentene ϕ = ∃X̄(¬ξ(X̄)) suh that S |= ϕ i� Γ |= F .Equivalently, we show that there exists a run of Ssatisfying ∀X̄ξ(X̄) i� Γ 6|= F . We represent relation
R as above, and use one (internal or external) fun-tion g whose guard enfores satisfation of the FDsin Γ and violation of F . The formula ξ ontains sev-eral onjunts. For eah ID τ = [Ā] ⊆ [B̄] of Γ, ξontains a onjunt stating that, if X̄τ is a tuple in
R, then πĀ(X̄τ ) ⊆ πB̄(X̄τ ). This an be expressedby tree patterns with free variables X̄τ . Finally, ξ in-ludes the onjunt X (//?g) stating that g is alledin the �rst transition. Let X̄ onsist of all the vari-ables ourring in Xτ , for τ ∈ Γ. Clearly, ∀X̄ξ(X̄) issatis�ed in a run of S i� the relation R representedin the initial instane satis�es Γ and violates F , i.e.
Γ 6|= F . 223



Theorem 4.6 It is undeidable, given a positivetree pattern P without variables and a reursion-free GAXML shema S, if S satis�es6 AXEG (¬P ).Proof: We prove, equivalently, that it is undeidablewhether there exists an initial instane of S satisfy-ing AFP . We use, one more, a redution from theimpliation problem for FDs and IDs. Let Γ be a setof FDs and IDs and F an FD over a relation R withattributes A1, . . . , Ak. We outline the onstrution ofa reursion-free GAXML shema S and a pattern Psuh that Γ 6|= F i� there exists an initial instane I0of S for whih P is reahable in all runs starting at
I0. We represent R in the standard way, and use twofuntions f and g. The funtion f is external andreturns a single tuple in R (this an be enfored bythe DTD and a data onstraint). The funtion g isinternal. Its guard heks that the FDs in Γ are sat-is�ed, F is violated, and the tuple of R returned by
f satis�es all the IDs of Γ. The pattern P heks forthe ourrene of ?g. Clearly, ?g is reahed from I0 inall runs i� the relation R represented by I0 satis�es
Γ and violates F . 26.6 Deidability in the general settingTheorem 4.7 (Safety) It is deidable in o-nexptime, given a GAXML shema S and a Booleanombination ϕ of tree patterns, whether (i) all initialinstanes of S satisfy ϕ, and (ii) for all valid instanes
I and J of S suh that I ⊢ J , if I |= ϕ then J |= ϕ.Proof: The proof uses Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2, whihreall do not assume non-reursiveness. Let S =
(Φint,Φext,∆) be a GAXML shema. Consider (i).Let ∆0 be the DTD of ∆ and ψ its data onstraint(a Boolean ombination of tree patterns). We needto show that it is deidable whether (†) there existsa tree with no nodes labeled ?f , satisfying ∆0 and
ψ ∧ ¬ϕ. We an easily modify ∆0 in linear time sothat ?f is disallowed. So, suppose no valid tree on-tains ?f . We show that if (†) holds, then there existsa tree I0 with the same property and of size expo-nential in |S| + |ϕ|. Indeed, suppose I satis�es (†).Let P be the set of tree patterns ourring in ψ or
ϕ that hold in I, and let M onsist of one mathinginto I for eah P ∈ P. Let I0 be the minimal pre�xof I ontaining all nodes in the images of mathingsin M. Note that |I0| ≤ d · (|ψ| + |ϕ|), where d isthe maximum depth of a tree satisfying ∆0. Finally,6We assume a unique start state from whih there is a tran-sition to eah initial instane of S.

let Ī0 be the ompletion of I0 wrt ∆0. By Lemma6.2, |Ī0| ≤ d · (a · max(∆))d · |I0|, where a is thesize of the alphabet of ∆0 and max(∆) is the max-imum integer used in the spei�ation of ∆0. Thus,
|Ī0| ≤ d2 · (a · max(∆))d · (|ψ| + |ϕ|), and Ī0 is ex-ponential in |∆| + |ϕ|. Clearly, Ī0 satis�es ∆0 and
ψ ∧ ¬ϕ.Now onsider (ii). One again, we use a smallmodel property. Suppose there exist valid instanes Iand J of S suh that I ⊢ J , if I |= ϕ but J 6|= ϕ. Wean show that there exist valid instanes I0 and J0 of
S, of size exponential in |S| + |ϕ|, suh that I0 |= ϕbut J0 6|= ϕ. The proof is essentially a speial ase ofthe proof of Lemma 3.4, for the ase of runs of length2. We omit the straightforward details. 2
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